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ON THE SPECIFICATION OF INVESTMENT FUNCTIONS'
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J. ENCARNACION~

1. Introduction and Summary.- Ever since Keynes em
phasized the role of investment demand in the determination
of aggregate output, a considerable amount of theoretical and
empirical research has been devoted to the formulation of io
vestment functions. More recently, since investment is capital
accumulation, widespread iciterest in the problems of economic
growth and development has added to the volume of research
in this area." In principle, economic theory is supposed to guide
the specification of an investment function, which is then es
timated from empirical data. But while much work has gone
into the theory and the estimation parts of this process, rela
tively little attention has been given to the specification pro
blem. By this we mean the problem of stating an investment
function ion such a way that both a priori theoretical considera
tions and the limitations of data and practical estimation me
thods are taken into proper account. For obvious reasons, the
standard procedure is to express investment as a linear or log
linear function of the explanatory variables. In this paper we
suggest a simple revision of this procedure in order to meet
certain a priori theoretical considerations which have usually
been ignored iei the empirical literature. The revision will en-
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tail some additional estimation problems, but these do not seem
insuperable.

•

•

Empirical work on investment functions is necessarily a
compromise with the requirements of existing theories of be
havior. Data limitations may prevent the inclusion kl the es
timated equation of some variables considered relevant. In case
the necessary data are available, collinearity between two va
riables may lead the investigator to eliminate one of them in
order to get statistically significant results.' An investment
function that has been specified for purposes of statistical es
timation needs to be understood in a ceteris paribus sense, i.e.
the function is meant to hold only for given values of the omit
ted (though relevant) variables. It is for this reason that dif
fereot investment functions may be compatible with one ano
ther, in the same way that different relationships involving
partial derivatives are compatible when they result from the
same functional relation.

Although the rate of interest, for example, is presumably
a relevant variable, its omission from an investment function
may be justified if its variation is considered minor over the
period of time under study. The estimated equation may give
misleading results under major changes in the interest rate,
but this is only to be expected. No single equation can be ex
pected to represent the investment function, and any equation
is based on the implicit assumption that the values of the
omitted but relevant variables fall within certain narrow ranges.
Thus the omission of a relevant variable is not itself a defect,
and the failure of an estimated equation to perform well in
quite different circumstances is not a valid objection to it,
provided the specification is reasonable from a theoretical view
point. To evaluate a specification in this regard, it suffices
to examine only the iocluded variables.

In the following discussion, we confine our attention to
the dependence of investment on the variables appearing in

• 4 As T.-C. Liu [12] has pointed out, however, such decision may be
quite wrong under certain circumstances; it may be that the right deci
sion is to include another appropriate variable in the equation.

••
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•
each equation. It will be clear that although the investment
functions to be considered are linear, our basic criticism ap
plies also to log linear formulations. Sections 2 to 4 discuss
alternative formulations using one explanatory variable, lagged
values of the same variable, and two or more explanatory vari
ables. We argue that the investment functions considered are
incorrectly specified, and that the reason in all three cases is
the same: they ignore important parameters-either certain par
ticular values of the variables or functions of them-that af-
fect the investment decision An explanatory variable will •
have different effects on investment depending on whether its
value exceeds or falls short of the corresponding parameter.
Section 5 makes a suggestion for taking this point into account
by introducting such parameters into the specification of in
vestment functions.

2. One Explanatory Variable.- We recall Chenery's work
[2] on comparing a version of the acceleration principle (2.2)
with what he calls the capacity principle (2.1). Let

k, = uK /K
'+0 \+0-2

and consider the alternative formulations

(2.1)

(2.2)

k, = b(X,/K,) - bx

k, = b(uX,/K,) + C .-
•

where K is capital stock measured in terms of capacity, X is
output, b is a reaction coefficient, 0 is the leg between output
changes and investment, ,\ is the "capacity factor" or "optimum
degree of utilization of plant," and C (a constant
term) takes aCCOl,;.·:1t of non-accelerator-induced investment.
Time is measured in years, and uX\ = X, - Xl-I. For the sake
of uniformity in the statistical procedure, Chenery assumed a
common two-year interval for capacity change in the six in
dustries i':l his sample. Both equations are expressed in ratio
terms; otherwise, the capacity principle would have the form

uK = b(~X, - "K,)
'+0
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where /3Xt is the amount of capital required for current output.
Since capital is measured in terms of capacity (defined theore
tically by the point of tangency of the existing plaot curve and
the long-run cost curve), the acceleration coefficient f3 = 1.

From a priori considerations, Chenery argues that in an
industry where large economics of scale exist it would be nor
mal to operate at a relatively lower A, excess capacity being
maintained in anticipation of increasing demand. Moreover, b
may be expected to be lower in such an industry, since any
need to expand would be less pressing in view of the excess
capacity. This a priori expectation seems to be confirmed by
the empirical data, which show some correlation between band
A. Chenery's main results suggest that the capacity principle
gives a better explanatico of investment behavior for indus
tries with relatively low values of b A, while the acceleration
principle does better where b A is higher and accordingly ex
cess capacity is less.

For our present purposes, Chenery's work illustrates tWO
points. First, the' two formulations appear useful in differe-nt
circumstances. Since the acceleration principle takes no ac
count of excess capacity, its weakness b describing investment
bshavior in industries that. normally maintain excess capacity
should not be surprising. On the other hand, it seems to do
better (compared to the capacity principle) where there is little
or no excess capacity. Again, one should probably expect such
a result, for in this case, the explanatory value of A as a para
meter becomes rather small. To take the extreme possibility,
suppose that ,\ = 1 and b = 1. Then equations (2.1) and (2.2)
become, respectively,

(2.3) k, -- Xt/K, - 1

•

•

It is clear that (2.4) would give a better fit to time series data
when there is an upward trend in fluctuating demand, as was
the case for the period studied (1922-39). For the presence of
the term C in (2.4) easily allows for negative values OfAXt/K I ,
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,.

but values of Xt/K t less than 1 can be accommodated by
(2.3) only through physical depreciation.

This bricigs us to the second point, viz. that the coefficient
of the change-in-demand variable depends on the sign of this
variable. Chenery has observed that the usefulness of "both
principles w'ould be improved by introducing different values
for the reaction coefficient for negative predictions. The in
terpretation given to a decrease in demand in an industry with
a long-run upward trend is quite different from the reaction
to an increase" [2, p. 23]. The iovestment function (2.1) and
(2.2) are thus incorrectly stated in terms of the included vari
ables themselves. Chenery has therefore suggested estimating
separate regressions for upward and downward chaciges in de
mand so that (2.2), for instance, would become

{

b'(uX./K,) + C for sx, >·0
k, =

b" (uX,/K,) + C for sx. < 0

where the coefficients b' and b" are generally different.

That the accelerator operates ici different ways for upward
and for downward changes in demand is well recognized, but
the common practice is still to assume a linear relationship
and then make adjustments when the statistical results are un
satisfactory. Adjustment are usually made by ignoring nega
tive values of the variables, either registering them as zero or
suppressing them altogether in estimating the equation. What
would be preferable would be to have a correct specification
in the first place, which requires incorporation of the fact that
the value uX = 0 is essentially a behavioral parameter. In
vestment behavior when uX l < 0 is different from whco uX t

> O.

3. Lagged Values of the Same Variable. The naive speci
fication of the acceleration principle-that investment depends
only on the current change in output- has generally done
poorly in a statistical sense; distributed lag formulations seem
to do better, but not necessarily' in an economic sense. In

.'

••
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Eisoer's most recent study of the subject [4], he estimated
several equations including the following:

(3.1)
7 n

= b 0 + ~ t 1 b .as + ' + ~ b= J t l-J j=8 j Pt+8-j

•

•

where it is the ratio of capital expenditures in year t to gross
fixed assets at some base time; ~St is the ratio of the change
in .sales, from year t-l to year t, to some average change in
sales; and Pi is the ratio of net profits to gross fixed assets.
It is not clear in what sense ~St, which involves sales during t,
should be an explanatory variable for it, which involves ca
pital expenditures during the same time period. There is a
necessary time lag between knowing the sales figure for the
year and the decision to invest on account of the current sales
change, and a further lag between the decision and actual
capital expenditures. But for present purposes, we shall sup
pose that ~St is relavant.

Eisner used data for' 1955-62 from over 300 firms in 10 in
dustries. The coefficients of the sales change variables were
found to be significantly positive, but his "firm time series"
regression shows the sum of these coefficients to be rather low
(0.244). However, since the "cross section of firm means" re
gression gives a higher figure (0.629), Eisner remarks that "this
result is consisteot with the hypothesis that fixms would view
variations in their own sales experience over a relatively short
period of time (the eight years from 1955 to 1962, in this re
gression) as in lesser part permanent thaci the differences be
tween their own average sales experience and the average ex
perience of all firms in the economy" [4, pp. 374-75]. None
theless, one would have expected rather higher figures on the
basis of the acceleration principle.

•

•

Moreover, although ccie would expect-for annual data
that the sales change coefficients should be smaller in value
the greater the lag, this is not always borne out by the various
regressions reported by Eisner. For instance, in the "firm time
series" results, b, = 0.024 and b" = 0.030, the standard error
of estimate being 0.010 in both cases. It is also curious, as
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Eisner has noted, that the current profits coefficient is nega
tive in several regressions, in some cases quite significantly.
His tentative explanation is that "perhaps higher current capital
expenditures cause higher current depreciation charges a.id
higher current interest payments, and also entail 'start-up' or
other costs, all reducing current ciet profits" [4, p. 372]. These
factors would reduce the size of the coefficient, but it is hard
to see how they could make it negative. The more likely in
tepretation seems to be that current profit is not an explanatory

. variable, for it is cccitemporaneous with what is to be explained.

Our interest in the specification problem lies in a differem
direction, however, and to this we turn. Consider a firm whose
investment behavior is represented by equation (3.1) and which
has experienced an increasing rate of growth of sales, ~St' >
~s' t-l> ... , the primes denoting specific values of the ~s. Let
its percentage increase in capital be it' > 0. Accordxig to (3.1),
we can have different sequences of ~s (taking account of the
coefficients b.) which would also produce the same value of it.
In particular, there would be a sequence such that ~s' , < ...

1-1

with the investment result i' , =- i'. But this implication of (3.1)
t l

is surely false for any reasonable magnitudes of the b.. We
expect that a firm's investment decision whe-n its sales growth
has been declining should be qualitatively different from when
this has been increasiog. Yet it would be easy to construct
numerical examples where ~s" < ~s" 0, which on the basis

t t+1.

of theoretical considerations is likely to lead to some disinvest
ment, but i" = i' ), °according to (3.1).

t t

Thus we conclude that equation (3.1) is an incorrect spe
cification, for while it considers changes in demand over se
veral past periods as relevant, it ignores the radically different
effects of upward and downward chaoges in the rate of growth
of sales. Eisner's distributed lag formulation allows for (gen
erally) decreasing weights attached to the lagged values of
the sales-change variable, but their relative magnitudes are
also relevant. The effects on the investment decision when

•

•

•
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.6.3 -.6.5 > 0 and when .6.s -.6.S < 0 are inadequately
1+1 1+1

represented by the coefficients of.6.S and zss
I 1+1

4. Substitution between Variables. For our final illustra
tion, we consider a formulation based on a Koyck-type distri
buted lag function [10]. Suppose that

r".6.X + (l-r)r".6.X + (l-r)2ra.6.X + ...
I-I t- 1-::•

(4.1) I

=~
j=1

00

(l-r)j -lr".6.X
t-j

where " is the desired capital-output ratio and r is a reaction
coefficieot The assumption is that a fraction r of any dis
crepancy between the desired and the existing capital stock
is corrected by investment in the following period, so that II
is the sum of the terms on the right harid side of equation
(4.1). The first term is due to the change in output between
periods t-1 and t-2, which created a capital discrepancy of
a.6.X I _ i on its account, so to speak. The second term is due to
the change in output between periods t-2 and t-3, which creat
ed a capital discrepancy that was partly reduced by invest
ment during t-1 to the extent of rc..6.X t_2, leaving still the amount
(l-r)".6.Xt_2 to be corrected. Accordingly, one gets the second

:. term, and so on.

From (4.1) it follows directly that

(4.2) It = (l-r) I + r".6.X
t-e-l t-I

\

•

by writing the expression for (l-r)It_1 and then subtracting it
from II' Equatico (4.2) has the great convenience, which was
part of the rationale for Koyck's original formulation of geo
metrically decreasing coefficients, that it can be readily es
timated to yield estimates of rand "." (There are certain pro-

"A.D. Brownlie [1] claims that Chenery's capacity principle is equiva
.Ient to (4.1 because It = I' (a'xl-l - K I- 1) can be put in the form of
(4.2). But the very reason for introducing the capacity principle was

-that the "capacity factor" ,\ ( 1 for industries with economies of scale,
'while Brownlie simply assumes that A = 1.

•
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•
blell'l;~ about the bias of least-squares estimators here, but that
is outside our present ioterest.)

Following Koyck's lead, A.D. Brownlie [1] added the pro
fit rate as an explanatory variable and assumed that the in
vestment equation (involving ratios) is

where x , = (x, - Xl-1)/X l_ 1. Outside of mentioning its possi
bility, Brownlie gives no reason why the same weight ci - I

should be associated with both Xt_j and PH' j=1,2,.... The
economic rationale for the coefficient of Xl_j is based on the
reaction coefficient r which indicates the fraction of capital
discrepancy that is covered by investment in .the period fol
lowing, and the size of the reaction coefficient would be de
termined by a variety of factors-the degree to which the firm
considers a change in sales as "permanent" rather than "tran
sitory", the facility (techeiical and financial) with which changes
in capacity can be made, etc.- that are generally different from
those which affect the investment decision through lagged pro
fits. A Koyck-type distributed lag function can be interpreted
in terms of an adaptive expectation model [3, pp. 206-208],
but in any event, that the declining weights would be precisely
the same as those for lagged output changes is generally to
be unexpected.

(4.3)
00

i = ~ cH(a x + a p
t j-I 1 t-j ~ t-j

o < C < 1

•

'.

.'
The convenience in assuming equality, of course, is that

(4.3) gives

(4.4) 1 = ci + a x + a P
t t r-I I t:...ol ~ t-I

which can be estimated for c, a, and a~. Brownlie obtained
fair statistical results (e.g., R2 .--: 0.46) from inter-industry cross
section data. As it stands, equation (4.4) might be rationalized
by' arguing that as an explanatory variable, the lagged invest
ment rate represents the effect of past growth, including the
effect ,of, govemment policy on a particular industry; the lag
ged change in output takes .account of the acceleration princi
pie;' and the profit rate' is. a measure' of internal investment

•
•
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funds plus the accessibility of external funds." Our concern
now is whether or not the specification Js admissible.

According to (4.4), x and p are substitutable in the
t-I l-1

usual sense that alternative combinations (as determined by
their coefficients) of values of these two variables would re
sult in the same value of i. Suppose that x' (-] = °and p' u

= p'~, where p* is the "normal rate of profit and the primes
denote particular values of the variables. In this case, let us
say that i' = 0, as might be expected from theoretical cons i-

t

derations, If (4.4) is correct, there is a pair of values x" < 0,
1-1

p" > p" such that i" = i'. But we should expect that not-
t , t t

withstanding a profit rate better than normal, i' , < °because
t

of the decrease in output. A high level of profits constitutes
merely a permissive factor in that greater investment is made
possible if there is a prior decision to undertake iovestment,
but the presence of the permissive factor does not necessarily
lead to a positive decision.

5. A Suggestion. We have argued in the preceding sections
that the usual investment function formulations are Incorrect-r-io
terms of the included explanatory variable themselves-because
they do not account for the different effects on' investment
when the explanatory variables fall within certain ranges. The
simplest way to represent these effects is to use min and max
concepts i·n the specification.

Suppose, for example, that we are considering ~XL to ex
plain I t+" Suppressing the subscript t, we can write

(5.1 I +' = c. max(O, ~X) + c~ min (0, ~X)

u A few years ago, R. W. Hooley and the author experimented with a
somewhat similar equation using data published by the Philippine Statis
tical Survey of Manufactures. The disappointing results are summarized
in Hooley and Sicat's important study [8, pp. 26-29] of investment in
the Philippine manufacturing sector based on company records.
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•
Thus if ~x > 0, the effect cei investment is given by the co
efficient CI since in this case, max(O, ~X) = ~x and min(O, ~x)
= O. If ~x <·0, the relevant coefficient is C~.

A profits variable can be included io the equation by
adding

(5.2) c;: max(O, p - p*) + C4 min(O. p - p';')

to the right hand side of (5.1). (5.2) would give different roles
to the profit rate, depending on whether this exceeds or falls •
short of the "normal" figure. If p = p*, (5.2) is zero, so that
investment would be due to the other explanatory variables.

We can consider the effect on investment due to a changiog
growth rate of output by using.

Co max (0, ~X - ~X-d + c, min(O, ~X - ~X-I)

or something similar io the specification.

There may be some value of a variable beyond which the
marginal effect on investment is zero. For instance, if the pro
fit rate exceeds p**, say, the effect on iovestment attributable
to this variable may conceivably be no greater than what it
profits to expenditure on research and development, rather thao
to plant and equipment (cf. [6]). In this case we would have

min [p**, max(O, p - p*)]

In place of

max(O, p - pO::)

as the appropriate term.

By means of such reformulations, we take account of non
linearities in the causal relationships without sacrificing the
convenient property of linearity in the equation itself. The
main objective, of course, is to specify investment functions
closer to economic theory, and a min and max formulatioa-i-

••

•
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which allows for kinks and constraints-may help to explain
why different empirical studies often come out with divergent
results concerning the importance or non-importance of the va
rious determinants of this paper, it all depeods on the range
in which an explanatory variable falls.

<Of

•
Parameters like p* could be estimated independently, af

ter which the problem would be the estimation of the coeffi
cieots CJ Suppose our equation is (5.1) with (5.2) added to its
right side. One could try to estimate four separate regressions:
one using observations: one using observations where uS > 0
and p > p*, another where es > 0 and p < p~:, etc. This proce
dure would yield two estimates for each of the coefficients CI,

•.. , C4. In general, if the equation contains no constacit term
and each explanatory variable appears b one max term and
one min term, we would have 2n coefficients for n variables.
Computing 2" separate regressions yields ':12" coefficients, so that
there would be 2,,_1 estimates corresponding to each of the co
efficients of the original equation. (It is only when n=l that
we would have a, single estimate.) This is not a difficulty, how
ever; we should expect to have different estimates of the co
efficients depending on what ranges of the variables we are
considering.

Some interesting problems are raised by this procedure.
• For example, how do we calculate the quantitative effect of a

policy change that puts a firm (an industry, the entire economy)
in a different regime? But this and other questions are for
further study.

•
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